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Abstract 
~,J 
The Bourdon effect is a bending in bent, noncircular tu bes that results fron1 
internal tube pressure. The tubes under consideration are 0.5 in. o.cl., 0.039 in. ,vall 
thickness steel pipe. A search of the literatur'l' of bent tubing is accon1plished . 
.. i\.ccording to the literature, the Bourdon coefficients are dependent on the cross 
sectional shape, which is dependent on the forn1ing process ..... i\nalysis of the forn1ing 
of bent tubes is not· attempted here. l\1ea.surements made on actual bent tul)es 
e 
indicate that the tube cross section is clearly nonsyn11netrical ,vith respect to the cross 
section axis out of the plane of bending. The Bourdon coefficients are calculated in 
three ,va~ys. 1. The Fourier solution· of a.n ellipse ,vith similar din1ensions to the actual 
cross section is i1nplen1ented. 2. An a.sy111ptotic approximation of the Fourier solution 
is calculated. 3. Finally, the shape of an actual cross section is n1easurcd; the 
measured shape is fitted to a series expression; and the n1en1brane stresses of the 
fitted shape are integrated. Nun1erical integration ,vas used in the absence of a closed 
form solution. The calculated coefficients are implemented through the use of a 
computer n1odel rece11tly created by S. C. T-entarelli. Verification of the analysis is 
carried out by measuring the vibration of an actual bent tube due to a kno,vn 
internal-pressure excitation. An accelleron1eter is placed at the free end of a closed 
pipe circuit. A pressure transducer n1easures the input pressure. 1\n electronically 
controlled servo-valve, \vith pressure feedbac~, is used for pressure input. The ser\'O-
valve is used \vith sinusoidal input and ,vhite noise input. The con1puter n1odel \vith 
Bourdon coeffi.cients accurate!)' predicts the frequenc)' locations of resonances and 
zeroes of the experin1cn tal vibration. ,-f he n1agni t ude of the vi brat.ion is predicted less 
accurately. The con1puter 1r1oclel \vithout the Bourdon coefficients fails to predict 
certa.in salient features of the cxperin1enta.l response. Error due to sin1plifications in 
'- . 
the analvsis is discussed. Recon1n1encla.tions for future studv a.re n1a.de. u u 
1 . 
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1. Introduction: 
• 
.. 
The application of this research is the pred-iction of vibration and . noise 
characteristics of con1plex hydraulic circuits con1poscd of active components and 
fittings in terconnectcd by hoses, an n1ctal tubing, or 
. pipe. This . requires 
understanding of the mechanics of all parts of the syste1n including: the active 
con1 ponen ts, the hydraulic fluid, the ~se, and/ or the piping. The dynan1ics of the 
piping wall involves various 1nodes of ,vall n1otion ,vhich can interact ,vith flt1id 
acoustics. [l.] · The coupling bet\veen interna.l fluid pressure a.nd bending in non-
circu_lar, bent pipe is referred to as the Bourdon effect, and is the subject of th is 
thesis. 
"f h e be n d in g of st r a i g h t t u bes ,vi t h i n i t, i a.l l y c i r cu 1 a r cross sections res u l ts i n a 
flattening of the cross section (the longer axis being out of the plane of bending). 
Thin tube \Valls are much n1ore resistant to tension than to bending because of the 
relativel:y s1na.ll ,vall thickness. This is in accordance ,vith the behavior of shells. 
An increase in in tern al pressure in a tu be of noncircular cross section tends to 
increase the internal volume of the tube; the cross sectional shape having the largest 
internal volume for a given perin1eter is a circle. Consequently, internal pressure · 
tends to deform the tube cross section into a n1ore circular shape, unflattening the 
tube. Because of the shell behavior of the tu bes, unflattening the cross section caused 
by internal pressure also tends to straighten the tube. 1"'he inverse effect also occurs 
in that increasing the bend curvature results in decreased internal volun1e and 
increased internal pressure. 
S t r ai g h ten i n g of be n t n on -c i r c u la. r t u b ~ s u n cl er i n tern a I p res s u re is a r pa.re n t i n 
con1n1on ph}'sical S}'sten1s such as the stra.ightening of a fire hose ,,·hen ,vctter is forced 
through it a.thigh pressure. In the Bourdon pressure guagcthis effect is en1ployed to 
1neasure a. pressure change. 1\ coil of extre1ncly f1attencd tubing, capped at one end, 
is connected to a pressure source at the other end. \'\Then there is an increase in the 
pressure a.t the sou rec the coil tends to s tra.igh ten. Since the coil has several 
revolutions, the diplacen1ent at the free end, due to ,the change in curvature, is large 
. . 
and can be coJ1nected to a dial and callibra.tecl for accurate pressure n1easuren1cnt. 
For n1ost h)'d raulic systen1s the effect is less clra.n1a.tic. 
,! 
P •) a.ge -· 
"f • 
• 
u , 
\. 
The Bourdon coefficients depend on properties of the pipe bend such as: the 
shape of the cross section, the thickness of the pipe vval1, the conditions at the ends 
(tangents) of the bend, the presence of residual stresses, and the pipe n1aterial. 
• 
The p1pes that are considered in this thesis arc steel (1 in. outer diameter, 
0.039 in. wall thickness) -~enl around a circular form which produces bends with 
constant ra.<lii of curvature and prevents collapsing of the cross section "kinking~'. 
Bending is done at room te111perature so rcsi~al stresses a.re expected. l\Jea.suren1cnt 
'"-. 
reveals that the circularity of the cross section is preserved to son1e extent near the 
interior of the bend, ,vhcrc the forn1 n1akes contact. At the exterior of the bend a 
greater an1ount of flattening occurs, causing the pipe cross section to be asyn1n1ctrical. 
[For details on the n1ea.suren1ent and regression of the cross section refer to Appendix 
1\.] 
2. Background:, 
According to \1'/hatha111 (2.] and (3.], bend'ing of straight tubes distorts thick 
\vallcd tubing (h/r ~ 10- 1) fro1n circular to oval sha.pe. In thin ,valled tubing (h/r ~ 
10- 2 ) the corresponding distortion is concentrated along the neutral a.xis. ..\ study of 
the relevant _literature indicates that the degree of ovalization of the cross section is 
the most irnportant factor. Clark [4.] and I(alnins [5.] analyze the elastic behavior, 
including internal pressure loading of elliptica.l cross sections. \.\1 hatha.m analvzes a· 
., 
fan1il_y of cross sections having S)1 metry about both of the in-plane axes. l\Ianv 
., 
authors (rnost notab])r \·\'hathan1) have considered the effect of intei·na.l pressure on 
cur\.red tubes ,vith circular cross sections. [6.], (7.], [8.]. 1\lthough the Bourdon effect 
does not occur in tubes ha\'ing circular cross sections, internal pressure stiffens these 
tubes against bending. 
Other factors ,vhich rnav influence the elastic bcha.vior of bent tubes arc: end 
., 
con d i tic) n s at b c n d t an gen ts ; t h is: k n es s v a. r i a. t ions a. r o u u d t h e c r o s s s cc t ion ; a 11 d 
I 
\. ' 
resiclua.1 str<isscs a.nd str;tin ha.rdening resulting frorn tube fabric,tt.ion anJ bending .. \t \ 
the bend ta.ngents, flanges or straight sections pipe increase stiffness b.Y resisting 
dcforn1ation of the cross section [7.], [8.], [9.J. Spence [10.] and Nata.ra.najan ct al [11.] 
dctcrn1ined that the effect of knc>,vn thickness variations a.round the periphery of a 
bent tube arc insignificant., rfhe effect of residual stresses and strain hardening has 
--
not been dctcr1nincd. For a .1nore con1pletc list of citations see [l·).]. 
r> a.ge 3 . 
\ 
, 
. I 
3. Nomenclature: 
ll Poisson's ratio E Young's modulus 
Ll 
I 
J 
.. _dl!~rice operator differencial operator 
/ 
R radius of bend b ellipse semi-axis out of bend plane 
C ellipse semi-axis in bend plane t pipe \Vall thickness 
,f 
V in tern al volun1e V axial fluid displacement 
ivlx in-plane moment p internal fluid pressure 
"' 
curvature Pt flexibility factor for curved tubes 
A cross sectional area vV work 
A 
() coordinate angle from start of bend 
A 
1Px incremental change in angle per unit angle 0 
X cross section coordinate out of bend plane 
y cross section cq,ordinate in bend plane 
z coordinate along the bend axis 
4. Analysis: ,. 
In order to incorporate the Bourdon effect into the d)'namic n1odel of noise in 
h,ydraulic circuits four coefficients a.re required. They appear in vector n1atrix forn1 as 
follows: 
V Y1 Ys p 
d (1) A dO 
1Px y Y~ l'vl X 9 I) 
A 
\ 1\' he re () is the angle \V hi ch progresses a.round the bend , v is the fluid dis p 1 a.cc n1 en t in 
the tu be bend, l/1x is the bend angle , P is the in tern a.I pressure, and l\I x is is the 
be n cling 1n o n1 en t i 11 t he plane of t he tube be 11 d res u It in g fro 111 a pp Ii e d forces. 
This systen1 corresponds to the stiffness n1a.tri~ representation: 
p 
I k11 . k12 il \! 
(2) 
-l\·lx k21 k22 ~o 
I-Jere p a.nd n1x are the sa1ne as above a.n<l Li\! is the volurnetric strain ,vhich is 
~ 
proportional to the fluid displa.cc111ent v and ~O is proportional to the incren1cntal 
bend angle 7/,'x· 
.. 
/ 
·- ' 
I\ 
Pa.ge 4. 
" 
., 
.. , 
_,,---," 
,,) 
The stiffness matrix K actually has only three independent variables because 
• 
k12 and k21 are identical in reversible ( elastic) systems. 1,his can be sho\vn to be true 
by an ene~~y analysis of t(e deflection due to internal pressure: 
J
I v\: -- J 1\1 X d O == J pd V 
· bending expansion For a small increment of deflection: 
1\1 P8V or x oV 
and assun1ing linear elasticity: 
8Mx _ 8P . orvlx _ 8P 
ov - ob or av aiJ 
For the h~yd raulic sys tern n1odel: 
'' - - A_ I 9 - -dO 
and Y 9 can be detern1ined using 
Dv;x 
8P and Y 8 == 
0 ~' X _ 01µx a I\ 1 
8P - 81\II 8P 
p 
A 
80 
d 8v 
--de a J\11 x 
(3) 
( 4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Since v ~ -l ( 6. V); the fluid deflection is approximately eQ ual to the change in 
volume divided by the cross sectional area 
81/Jx A 1 1 a t:J. B 1 8t:J.V 8v (,) - - -A DP A 8P A 81\1x 8J\1x 
1 o·l/Jx 8v and Ys - - l(Yg)· (8) - -A oP owlx -
The term (9) 
., 
and the aclditiona.l part due to tube straightening is approxi1na.ted by 
~V == ( av )(01Vlx) 0 p () J'vf X Op . (10) 
Finallv the ter111 
v ' 
y· == - d_ ( o·l/'x ) 
6 dO · 8?vlx ( 11 ) 
is detern1ined fror11 the change in curvature~"' due to a. bending n1on1ent, ,vith 
¥ 
"- == A,, ,v h ere R is t h c be n d r a cl i t 1 s . 
(12) 
and z RA 
clz ( 1 :3) 
so ( 1 ~1) 
• 'JI, " • ,, . .I 
Pa.ge 5. 
,· 
) 
I 
The equation of bending is given in the form 
( 1.5) 
vVhere Pt is the flexibility factor for a curved tube; Pt is unity for a straight tube and 
l\1x is positive when it tends to increase curvature. 
(16) 
and therefore (1,) 
.6.,-;, is deter111ined directly fron1 the elastic shell analysis. 
Subsequently :Nlx and 1/Jx \vill be repla.ce<l by l\tl and l/J, and differentiation 
with respect to iJ e.g., ddiJ( ), will be omitted for convenience. 
4.1 Fourier Series Solution: 
Clark et al [4.] has solved the elastic solution of a bent, elliptic tube using a 
Fourier series solution. Using cylindrical coordinates re, Oc, Ze and a para1netric 
representation to d~scribe the middle surface of a shell of revolution. The parametric 
equation is of the form 
re == re((), Zc == Zc( () (18) 
/3 is defined as the rotation, due to deformation, of a tangent to a meridian curve; and 
\JI is defined as the dimensionless stress function (,/Et 2)(rH), H is the horizontal 
stress, and ( is a parameter of the pipe wall curve. 
The follo\ving in ter1necliate vari bles are defined: 
,\ = (~), -µ ,be/Rt, 
') ') D.. I{, 
e - == 1 - ( b / c )- , ]{ == ,;:-
The 111e111 brane solution is given a.s 
WM == '·> le) IlbP cos ( Et- 1 + 
.,\ . -
•)Slll ~ 
..., 
and r7 -is definecl as the devia~ion of \JI to the n1en1 brane stress \JIM· 
Pa.ge 6. 
(19) 
( ·10) 
,, 
. .,. 
,,. 
The following differential equations are given for the problem 
/3 11 e
2
sin ( cos ( /3' + c _ . i 11 '> ..,( - .., .., b µ sin "' ~ - e ... cos... 17 1 - e .. cos ... ( o. 
11 e2sin ( cos ( , I -') .., 1] - '> 2 7J - be jL sin ( ~ 1 - e ... cos ... ( f3 2 b "'f Rb p CO s ( ( 
21 ) 
-e ----1 - e .. cos ( 
. c Et 2 1 - e2 cos 2 ( 
/3 ,, _ e
2
sin ( cos ( /3' ( I"]_ 2 2. W 
1 ') ,, . + b µ sin --.J - e cos ~ - e ... cos ... ~ 0. 
(21 1) 
lT,,, _ e 2 sin ( cos ( lT,, _ c - · ( 11 .., 2 ( /3 - I,. ( 11 'J.' 'J.' b µ sin ~ - e ... cos == 11 i cos ~ 1 - e 2cos 2 ( 
Stresses, and deformations are then expressed as functions of cons tan ts, and {3 and W 't, 
' or {3 and 17. For a closed shell all quantities are of period 2;r in tl1e variable(, and the 
solution may be taken as a Fourier series in ( . 
.. 
Neglecting A n1akes the problem symmetrit about the vertical axis of the cross 
section, and symmetry about the horizontal axis is a characteristic of the ellipse. This 
will imply a Fourier series of the form 
7] 
/3 = e 2 ~ JRbt f An sin 2n( 
Et n=l 
e 2 b ,RbP ~ B cos (2n - 1)( c Et2 L n 
n==l 
00 
- 1\·~A'.->. 
-µ L n sin ....,n~ 
n==l 
C() 
\JI == -µ !{ L Bn' cos (2n - 1)( 
n=l 
(22) 
(22 1) 
No\ v , the go a.l is to cl et er n1 in e the .. L\. 11 and B 11 or 1\ 111 a. n d B 111 • The values of A 11 , a. n d 
B 11 , or 1-\111 a.n cl B 111 , are deterrninecl b}' recurrence relations \V h ich are deri vcd fron1 the 
sys ten1 cl i ffe ren tia.l equations. 
The follo\ving auxilla.iry expansions are introduced 
00 
(b0/2) + L b,-n cos 2111( ~l 
rn=l 
Page 7. 
and substituting into the system differential equations yields 
00 L (21n) 2 A,n + f (e 2 /4)(ak-m - ak+rn){(k - 1) Ak-l - (k + 1) Ak+i} 
m=l k=l 
sin 2n1( = 0 
00 L ( 2 n1 - 1) 2 B m + f ( e 2 / 8) ( a k- 111 - ak + ni- l) { ( 2 k - 3) Bk- l - ( 2 k + 1) Bk+ 1} 
m=l k=l 
- (µ./4)(c/b)(bk-,n- bk+m-i)(Ak-l - Ak) cos (2m-l)( == 
cc, 
L 
n1=l 
00 
(1/2) L (a.nl-l + a,n) cos (2111 - 1)( 
\J n1=l 
(2n1) 2A 1111 + f (e 2 /4)(ak-nl - ak+n,){(k - 1) .t\ 1 k-l - (k + 1) 1\ 1 k+i} 
k=l 
- (µ/4)( c/b )(bk-m- bk+n1 )(B 1 k - B1 k+l) sin 2n1( == 0 
(24) 
00 
L 
m=l 
(24 1) 
( 21n - 1) 2 B 1 111 + f ( e 2 / 8) ( a k- 111 - ak + ni- l ) { ( 2 k - 3) B 'k- l - ( 2 k + 1 ) B 'k + 1 } k=l 
,vhere: 
derived 
,vhere 
'/ 
- (µ / 4 )( c/b )(bk-m - bk+n1_ 1)(A' k-l - A 1 k) cos (21n-l )( == 
00 
( 1/2) L (bnl-l + bm) cos (2m - 1 )( 
m=l 
Fron1 these equations the follo,ving recurrence relations for A' n and B 111 are 
C'O L ((4n 2b111 n + nc 111 n)A 11 - jtd 11111 B 11 ) = 0 
n=l 
co L (itdmnAn + {(·)11 -~ 1) 26,1111 + (2n - l)e11111 }B 11 ) = f 111 
n==l 
., 
1 ') 3 111 == , .... , , . . . 
<5 111 11 == 1 , n == 111 ; 8 n, n == 0 , 111 # n 
Pa.ge 8. 
' 
• .!r\ 
, .. ,1.-,,''. 
. ·, 
' 
( •) s) 
( •)6) 
) 
, 
, 
and 
drnn == ( c/4b )(bn-n, - bn-m-1 + bn+m-1 - bn+n,) 
f ni == ( 1 / 2) ( a,n- l + am) 
f111 1 == ( 1/2)( a 111 _ 1 + an,) 
) 
(27) 
(28) 
(28 1) 
The equations for A 111 and B1 n differ from the equations for A 11 and B 11 by fm' 
replacing f 111 • 
The coefficients a 111 , and b,11 are given by 
J iT /2 •) ( 4 COS .... In di a.,n == 7r o .., .., "> 1 - e- cos-( 
J 7r/2 bm = ~ 0 cos 2m(~l 
Using con tour integration 
an, == 2 b 1 - b/c 1 + b/c 
n, 
The evaluation of brn involves elliptic integrals. For b < c 
b0 == (4/1r) E(e 2 ) 
b 1 == (8/37re 2 ) ( 1 - e2 ) I(( e2 ) - { 1 - ( e 2 /2)} E( e 2 ) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
\vhere I(( e 2 ) and E( e 2 ) are elliptic integrals of the first and second ·ind, respectivelj' 
\vhich can be found tabulated to 9 significant figures. [12.] The tabular values n1a,y be 
interpolated using a difference table and central difference algorithn1. (13.] i\ll other 
b111 rnay be obta.ined fron1 the follo,ving sequence 
b = 4n1--l 
111 
''111 + 1 
') 
•) -~ -:!e bn,-1 
e 
Using eq u a.ti on ( l 0) together \Vi th ( 17) yields for b < c 
b Ill ( b / C ) == ( -1 ) 111 ( b / C ) b rn ( C / b ) 
1\lterna.te for111tda.s for Crnn a.nd e 11111 can be used as cl check. 
Cn1n == -•) q 11-111 ( 1 - q2n1), 111 < n 
Cn111 == 2 q2n1, 111 == n 
Cn1n == 2 q 111- 11 ( 1 + q 2 n) ' n1 > n 
Pa.ge 9. 
( ;3 :2) 
... (:3:3) 
( :34) 
~1 
' 
' 
.. 
. 
.. 
,vhere 
e 11111 -qn-n1( 1 + q2111-l ), m < 11 
en,n == -q2rn-1, n1 == n 
en, n q n1- n ( 1 - q 2 n-1 ) ' n1 > n 
q 1 b/c 1 + b/c 
b 111 ( b / c) == ( -1 ) 111 ( b / c) b m ( c / b) 
Crnn(b/c) == (-l)m+n c11111 (c/b) 
en, n ( b / c) == ( -1 ) m + n + 1 em n ( c / b) 
For the pipe under consideration b < c, and these equations \Vere not necessary. 
( :35) 
( :36) 
(37) 
Varia.bles c, cl, e, and f and f 1 can be calculated by substituting a and b fron1 
(30), (31), a.nd (32) into equations ('J7), (28), and (281). Equations (3.:1), (3.S), and 
(36) n1a~y also be used to calculate c and e and \Vere use<l as a check. The values of 
An and B 11 or A 11 1 and B 11 1 1nay be calculated by substituting equations (26) through 
(28) or (28 1) into equation (25) or (25 1) and leaving out larger values of n. rfhe 
solution of equations ( 25) and ( ') 51) is accom plishecl by 1natrix in version. B 1 is the 
only value that is used to calculate the Bourdon coefficients. B11 is the only value tha.t 
is used to calculate the bending coefficients. Values of B 1and B 11 \Vere ca.lculated for 
increasing numbers of terms until convergence was reached. Son1e instability \Vas 
encountered and only one significant figure was acheived. 
The Fourier solution of the bending coefficient Y 6 ,vas con1pleted as follo\vs. 
lVI == - ( Et 2 b /~/)J
O 
2
1r l[I cos ( d ( 
Substituting W fro111 (22 1) into (38) yields 
Reca.11 ( 1.5) 
The 111 on 1 e 11 t o f i 11 er ti a. of a n e 11 i p tic al t u be is 
)
. 27f 
I = 
0 
( r - ll ) 2 t o cl ( 
\ v h ere b O an d b 1 are ca.I c u late <l i 11 ( 2 5 ) . 
Pa.ge 10. 
(38) 
( :39) 
\ 
.. 
.. 
Using (32) and (34) in (33) produces 
No,v 
and 
so 
~"' _ <ll/Jx <l f. (')g) " . _ M ~"' _ rvI 7 - dO an rorn .... u/i - PtEI so~ - "-PrEI 
1 _ 8ilK-/ K, _ _g__ 8r/; 
KpfEI 81\1 dB 8M 
' 
__ , 
(35) 
(3G) 
(37) 
(38) 
') 
Y ~ == - Rb'"'c,t with B 11 fron1 ( 161) (39) 
V 1rEI3 1 
The Fourier solution of the Bourdon coefficients Y 1, Y 8 and Y 9 ,vas completed 
as f ollo\VS. 
Recall • 81/; 81f; 8 tf; 8 i\1  y 9 == - 8 p and 8 p == a ivt . a p 
for large µ ') Mpn, == - !Te~RbcP ( 40) 
and M = Mp 111(1 - (b/c) 2B 1) (41) 
substituting and differentiating 
81\1 
8P 
from (42) and (43) Y 9 == 
Rec a.I I i n g ( S ) , 
and the area of an ellipse is given by 1\ == !Tbc 
so ,1 -Is- - 1 
'iT be 
- c2 R2 b3 c2t(l - (b/c/13 1) 
E13 1 1 
( 42) 
,,. 
( 43) 
(44) 
(~1.S) 
( 4.5) 
.. 
• 
Finally recalling (9) and ( 10) 
so 
and 
8v 
8M 
y 8v 8v 8M 1 == aP == arv1 · DP 
Y 8 and i~ = - 7re2Rbc( 1 - (b/c)2B 1 ) 
- e2 R2 b 2ct(l - (b/c)2B 1 ) 
1r EB' 1 
') 
e4 R 3 b3 c3 t( 1 - (b/c) 2B 1r 
EB 1 1 
4.2 Algebraic Approximation: 
( 43) 
Clark et al [4.] ha.s also solved the elastic problem ,vith an asymptotic 
approxximation to a Fourier series solution. It is only valid \vhen the parameter 
cb/ah is larger than about 2, and when c/b is less than 4, with b-semiaxis in the bend 
plane, and c-semiaxis in the out of bend plane. In the case of the dimensions of 
interest, c/b is roughly equal to 1.1 and cb/at is roughly equal to 0.9, so both are 
,vithin range. 
Once again 1 ( 2 I == 9 1r b0 - b1 ) tcb 
_, 
and -µ ,be/Rt 
And , using as y n1 pt o tic n1 et hods of i 11 t e gr at ion Clark et a.I f o u n cl that 
4 b 1 Pt == b b C -: o- 1 µ (44) 
and recalling (38) 
il l) 1 
1 Il/t 
E ·J;rb3t· ( 45) 
R, 
- -(bo- b1) C Jl 
The approxin1ate solution of tlie Bourdon coefficients ,vas co111pleted as 
f ollo,vs. Ile call a"' u,,1, _ a ,11 Y - -
_lf' an cl If/ 't' • 9 - f) p o P - 8 tvI 
1\s ,vith the Fourier solution (40)1Vlpni 
Pa.ge 12. 
.. 
and the total moment due to pressure is approximated for large µ as 
so 
and from ( 45) 
so 
substituting 
produces 
- further substituting 
1' yields 
M = Mpm[l - (2/ µ)] 
i~ = - 1re2 Rbc(l - (2/ µ)] 
8¢ 1 Rµ 
81\1 - - y 6 == E 21rb 3 t 
1re2 Rbc(l - (2/µ)] 
1 R 
- - -E b 
e2 == 1 - (b/c) 2 
') ') ----Yg == _ l. R c""- b"" 13(l-v2)- Rt E b t 2 ~ be 
1 1 1 R c .. - b- " Rt ( ) ( ) ') ') Again using (8) Y 8 = - A Y 9 = - ·iTbc - Eb h 2 3(1-v .. )- be 
and 
') ') ,-----
'/' 1 R c - - b - 13 ( 1 _ v 2 ) _ Rb ct is==E ., ., ~ ~ iTb-c t-
or 
orfrom(43) 
1\ga.in recalling (9) and (10) 
y _ 8v _ 8v . fJl'vI 
1 
- ol> - 81\'l 8P 
' -
[)age 13. 
( 41) 
( 42) 
( 43) 
(44) 
( 45) 
( 46) 
( 47) 
( 48) 
. h fJv 
\Vlt fJM - Y 8 , and taking Y 8 from ( 48) and i~ from ( 42) gives 
-
e 2 R 2 (µ - 2) 
2irEb 3 t 
4.3 1\1en1brane Solution with 1VIultiple Degrees of Freedom: 
(2 / jt)] 
(49) 
A ne\v thin shell analysis of bent pipes under internal pressure \Vas perforn1ed 
by vVhathan1. [2.] vVhathan1 treats bent pipes \vith cross sections having t\vo axes of 
symn1etry. The pipe cross sections under consideration ha.ve been observed to be 
roughly syn1n1etric about the axis in the plane of bending (y axis), but not symn1etric 
about the axis out of the plane of bending(x axis). See Appendix A. for details on the 
measuring and curve fitting of pipe cross sections. In this paper the analysis of 
Whatham has been extended to deal ,vith cross sections having only one axis of 
symmetrj'. 
The non1enclature is expanded as follo,vs to be consistent ,vith the notation of 
\
1
\
1hatha1n: 
is the perin1eter of the cross section; 
r is the equivalent cross section radius; 
x is the cross section coordinate out of the plane bend; 
y is the cross section coordinate in the plane bend; 
s is the arc length coordinate begining at the exterior of the bend; 
0 is the equivalent angle coordinate begining at the exterior of the bend 
fl 
\vhere O = 27rs/GJ; 
is t.lie a.nglc of the tu be ,va.ll frorn the x a.xis; 
' 
is the a.xiaJ stress, equivalc11t to tI; 
is tli<~ circun1ferential stress. 
,, .. 
Pa.ge 14. 
\ 
The analysis of Whatha1n a.nd its modification follow. Neglecting bending in the 
e qui b r i Ii u 111 e q u at ions y i e 1 d s 
,vith T* - T 11 
1J - Eh' 
R p == -r ' 
The subscript a, 
pipe to give the loading. 
not considered. 
. 
+ Slll µ T * 
p rya 0 
T * T * 
Ba + 11a _ q* 
-1-·0- r 11 - -i:-
T* - Te q* - qr 
B - Eh' - Eh' 
8 y g - r - fJµ 1 + R' -r 
- 80' B 
q == P(l - h/2r8 )(1 - h/2r,,) 
and I• 8R f/ - cos µ 
p*- Pr 
- Eh 
5> 
r == 2,r 
(.so) 
( 51) 
(52) 
( 5-1) 
(55) 
e.g. T* , refers to the stress resultant that is applied to the 
r1a 
The subscript b refers to self equilibrating stresses which are 
All of the variables can be expressed as functions of e. The variable µ is a 
function of () that depends on the shape of the cross section and the nun1ber of 
degrees of freedom in the curve fitting. For example 
µ == µ 1sin(O) + µ 2sin(2B) + µ 3 sin(30) + ... + µ 11 sin(n8) (57) 
\ 1\'here n is the number of degrees of freedon1 and the µ. are the paran1eters of the l 
cur\'e. The odd terms produce asymmetr.Y' about the x axis, and the even tern1s 
.,... 
produce asyn1n1etry about they a.xis. The x and y coordinates can be found fron1 
the relation x r j 8 cosp di/ ( 64) 
0 / ) 
Y == .Yvert - rj
0
\in1: di/ (G-1) 
\\·here Yvert refers the <list.a.nee fron1 the extrados to the centroid . 
. , 
I:) a.ge 15. 
• I 
I 
d 
I 
As h ----j, 0: ( * T * T *) (P* i' * i' *) q' 11a' ea --+ ' 11a' @a· 
so as h - 0; ( 5 0 ) --+ ( 5 8) and ( 51 ) - ( 5 9) 
- * - * T T 
~Ba+ ,,a 
re r11 
p* 
-r 
Solving (60) for T* ,,a 
Substituting (61) into (59) 
- * T ,,a p* r,,, r - * r11 T -ea re 
. 
A(bt *) + sin 11(P* r77 _ i' * r,,) == O d O fJa P r ea r fJ 
Rearanging, and substituting for r 77 , r 8 , and p fron1 (53) and (55) 
ie(8T /a)= (;~nr{(P* r ~!µ - T 0: rbc~~µ) 
d ( - *) dB bT ea _ (sinµ)(t * pbg ) _ (- sin µ)(P* pb ) p ea cosµ - p cosµ 
cosµ d~( 81' 0:) {T- * . p* { . - u sinµ g == - u sin µ 8a 
Evaluation and differentiation of intermediate expressions: 
e 
Using(53) and (58) 8 = 1 + f = 1 + ~ Yvert - r/
0 
sinµ di? 
so 
. 
d ( ) - r . - sinµ dB b == R s1n11 == p . 
This i1n plies A( r2) _ 9 ,_g_( r) __ 28 sinµ dB u - ~u dB u - p 
le( cosµ) = - sinµ · ~~ . - Slfi/l g 
rearanging the right side of (63) and using (6 .. ,) 
P *r ,· _ 1 p* ( 28 sinµ) 
- u sinµ - 2 p - p 
rea.ranging the left side of (6:J) and using (68) 
d ( -~ * ) COS/t. dO c51 Ba + O'i' 0:(- sinp g) = cosp J~( OT 0:) 
d ( - * ) 
== dO 6T ea cosµ 
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(58) 
(59) 
(60) 
(61) 
(62) 
(63) 
(65) 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 
(G9) 
(70) 
substituting (69) and (70) into (63) 
J~( ot 9*a cos11 ) = ~ P* p J~( 02). (71) 
Since P*, and p are constants and JI depends on O alone it is possible to \Vrite 
(72) 
\,\There µ 0 is an arbitrary angle coordinate. If µ 0 is taken as 1r /2, ,vhere the ,va.ll is 
parra.llel to the bend plane, then cos µ 0 == 0. F'or cross sections ,vith syn1n1etr)' about 
both the x and y axis, 11 0 corresponds toy == 0, and b == 1 + h == 1 so (72) beco1nes 
rT- * rr- * ?1 P*p (r2 - 1) u oa cosµ - oa cos 110 == _ u 
since 11 0 == 7r /2 8 i"" * cosµ == ; P * p ( t2 - l) Oa ... (73a) 
\ 1Vhere y is taken as O at the centroid. For cross sections\ ,vhich are syn1n1etric about 
the y axis but not symn1etric about the x axis, the point ,vhere 11 == 7r /2 is in general 
not at the same point as \vhere y is 0. The value of y at the centroid can be defined 
as y 0 and the corresponding value of b can be defined as 60 . 
The pa.rticu lar sl1ape of the cross section \vill deter1nine the values of 80 and 
y 0 . Equation (57) ma~y be used to detern1ine the value of e0 == 0 at the point ,vhcre 11 
== 7r /2, by rearanging the equation in to a root finding problen1. For exan1ple using 4 
terms 11 == 11 1 sin ( B ) + µ ~ s i n ( 2 0 ) + µ 3 sin ( 3 B ) + 1-1 4 s i n ( n O ) 
7r / 2 - 11 1 s i r1 C e O ) + 1 t :! sin ( 2 o O ) + 1t 3 sin ( 3 o O ) + 1-t 4 sin ( 4 o O ) == o 
The four coefficients /1· are constants dctern1ined fron1 the real cross section. This is l 
a proble1n ,vhich can be solved using Ne\vton 's n1ethod. It is also possible to find 60 
by interpolating ,vith tal)ulated vaJues of Jl and b ,vhich are detern1ined fron1 (57) and 
( 6.S) respectively. 
The equation for cross sections ,vith one axis of syn1rnetr,y beco1ncs 
',. 
since µ 0 == 1r /2 6T * cosµ == 1 P* (6 2 - 82 ) ea 2 P, o 
Solving (73a) for T 8: yields 
Solving (73b) for T 8: yields 
and utilizing ( 61) 
I 
' 
I 
- * 
T rya 
- * T rya 
- * 
Tea 
(62 1) I p * p ---=---
2 6 T cosµ 
( 62 - 6 2) 1 p* 0 
- p 2 b ,-r cosµ 
p* f77 
r 
P * 6R 
r cosµ 
- * f77 T -ea re 
- * 6Rg 
- Toa r cosµ 
• 
(73b) 
(75a) 
(75b) 
(76) 
Equations ( 7 5a) and (76) apply to doubly symmetric cross sections only. 
Equation (75b) is the generalization of (75a) and can be used with (76). All of the 
equations are undefined at µ 0 == ii" /2. However, the li1ni ting values are finite and do 
not produce any dificulties in the numerical integration. The limiting values may be 
determined through the use of L'Hospitals rule, which is accomplished in Appendix B. 
The correectio11 for \vall thickness is given as 
2 
- * - * h 1( h) r T -T - ---- -Ba - 8a 2r 8 r r17 
Substituting for r 17 , and r 8 
T* 
ea 
- * h T -
rya 2r 
- * T 
ea 
') 
p* 
']' * 
,,a 
-Mi!) - i( n p* 
elin1inating the starred variables 
-
Tea rl'ea 
Et Et 
rl' 
11a 
Et 
') 
1 ( h ) _ cosµ ( h )-
2 r 86p r 
,, 
~( ii) - f ( ii) 
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Pr 
Et 
Pr 
Et 
(77) 
0 
si1nplifying 1( ) cosµ( 2) 2 h - 86 Il h p 
rr rya == T rya 
Finally, it is necessary to replace the din1ensionless variables T 1;a' and T 8*a \vith the 
physica.l quantities T 11 a, and T Ba ,vith (52). See [Fig. 5.] and [fig. 6] for plots of stress. 
T 8a == EhT * Ba (79) 
The bending n101nent is given as 
l'vl == -/ ~( r-1 q costt + y T q) ds. (80) 
Since this is a 111 em bran e sol u ti o 11 the i 11 t eg r al of l\'l 17 must be ignored . The foll o \vi n g 
integral wa.s evaluated to detern1ine the bending n1on1ent due to the internal pressure 
M . - 2 / ~ ( y T qa) dB. ( 81 ) 
This expression \Vas evaluated numerically. After approximating the cross 
section \Vith a least squares curve fitting according to (57), the cross section is 
reconstructed by nun1erical integration to find x(O) and y(O) \vith (58). Properties of 
the cross section such as the position of the centroid and the value 80 can then be 
determined from the reconstructed values of x and y. Deter1nination of the bending 
moment caused by in tern al pressure for the 1nen1 brane equation is then determined b}· 
numerical integration. In a.n a.tten1pt to eli1ninate the error caused by disregarding 
the bending stiffness of the pipe ,vall, the 111en1brane solution is n1ultiplic<l b,y the 
sa.n1e correction as that of the ellipse fron1 the Fourier analysis (41). This produces a. 
value for i~} which is a factor of Y8 , Y0 , and Y 1. 
4.4 Ilesults of the Con1putations: 
A cc)n1pa.rison of the three solutions c)f the coefficients requires that di111cnsi(>11s 
be SJ)ecificd beca.use the 1i-1en1brane solution for the actual cross section is nu1nerica.l. 
l)a.gc l D . 
. . 
' 
Where the pipe cross section is taken as an ellipse, the din1ensions of the n1inor 
and major axis do not accura.tely describe the cross section. It turns out that the 
length of the pcrin1eter of the cross section \vill be u nderestin1ated. A correct.ion to 
the Bourdon cocfficien ts n1ay be con1 pu ted as follo\vs. The circu n1 fercncc of the 
underformed circular cross section can be set equal to the perin1eter of an ellipse \vith 
a given ratio of n1ajor to minor axis. 
27r r 
27r r 
') 
2rr b 1 + (b/c)-
., 
_, 
taking , = b/c and solving for b, and c 
and b 
1 + ,2 
r == b 2 
') 
r ..., 2 , and 1 + / 
Given the following pipe dimensions and material cons tan ts: 
b == 5.484 mm. 
h == 0.889 min. 
(82) 
(83) 
a == 3 9. 3 7 m n1 . 
c == 6 . 0 7 8 m n1 . 
V = 0.29 E == 2.069 x 1011 Pa. 
2 (b)2 e == 1 - C == 0.1860 
for a bend angle of 180°, the coefficients \vere detern1ined as follo\vs. 
l\'Iethod of Ca.lcn lation 
Fourier Series Solution 
Algebraic ;\ pproxin1ation 
T\vo Degrees of Freedon1 
Four Degrees of Freedo1T1 
Units 
Table .L. fJipe Bend C~oefficients 
'{ 
-1 
6.59 X 10- 13 
4.92x 10- 13 
4.11 X 10- 13 
2.5Sx10- 13 
-6.63x10- 4 -2.04xlo-6 
-6.52 X 10-4 1 --- 10-6 
- .lt')X 
******* -1.Glxl0-6 
******* -l.2Sx10-6 
1 / N · 111 111 / N · 111 
******* - not caJcula.ted bv this rnethod . 
., 
J=> a.gc '10. 
y 
·-9 
2.14x10- 10 
l.S3xlo- 10 
l.69x 10-10 
1.34 X 10-lO 
} 
_. 
The solution which uses four degrees of freedom in the curve fitting is 
probably the 1nost accurate, ,vhen it is used in conjunction with the correction for 
\Vall bending stiffness. The t\vo degrees of freeclon1 solution is the solution of an oval 
cross section that is sy1nmetric about both axes, but uses the same algorith1T1 as the 
four degrees of freedom solution. It is included so that the methods may be com pared 
\Vithout the effect of the asy1n1netry about the x axis. The Fourier series solution is 
; 
necessary for the determination of Y 6 and also for the correction for wall bending used 
in the four degrees of freedom and two degrees of freedom solutions. However, the 
Fourier series solution does not represent the asymmetry in the shape of an actual 
cross section. The algebraic a.pproxin1ation to the Fourier solution is the ea.siest to 
evaluate but it is valid for certain din1ensions, ,vhich happen to be satisfied here. ;\n 
advantage of the Fourier solution and the algebraic approxin1ation is that the 
dimensions of the cross section e.g. b minor semi-axis and c major semi-axis may be 
measure ,vith the use of a micro1neter callipers. This is a much simpler process than 
the one required for the multiple degree of freedom regression, which involves cutting, 
photographing, and digitizing the cross section. [Appendix A.] Each of the n1ethods 
has some u ti lit v . 
., 
The next step is to i111ple111ent the coefficients in the co1nputational 1nodel of 
the response of a hydraulic system to an excitation. 
4.5 The D)'nan1 ic Con1 pu ter rvlodel: 
The computer model used is the IIYD.LU [15.] software package developed by 
Lehigh Universit.Y ivlechanica.l Engineering Ph.D. student Steven C. Tentarelli ,vith 
the guidance of f)rof. Forbes 1"'. 13ro\vn. 
rl'he con1putcr n1odel predicts tlie response of t,vo clnd three din1ension;-ll to 
hyd r au) i c tubing or piping systems to sinusoid a.I ex ci tat.ions, using a one di mens iu n a I 
finite elen1ent schcn1e. 1'he 111odel a.tternpts to take into a,ccount all of the rclcva.nt 
factors in vol vcd in the propagation of noise and vibration in the hydraulic flu id an cl in 
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the tube \Valls. 1"he model includes: frequency dependent fluid da1nping; pipe \Vall 
dyna1nics including axial str,1in, bending, torsion, and 1nechanical dan1ping; the effect 
of rigid and non-rigid tubing or piping clan1ps; the inertial effect of hydraulic 
elem en ts, fittings, and clamps; and the cou piing between the fl ui<l 1notion and the \Vall 
n1otion. f 
This model is unique in including the coupling bet\veen the fluid motion and 
''{he \Vall motion, \vhich includes the Poisson effect, and the Bourdon effect ,vhich is 
the object of this thesis. The Poisson effect occurs \vhen a higher pressure in the 
middle of a tube run causes the tube to expand locally, which through the Poisson 
,I 
ratio causes the tu be to foreshorten. The foreshortening causes a longitudinal \Va ve to 
.' 
rapidly propagate to,vard the tern1ination of the tube run ,vhere it can generate ne\v 
disturbances in the fluid. 
This computer model will predict measureable quantities, ,vhich can be 
compared to experin1ental results. The output is either complex valuest'or magnitude 
and phase values of transfer functions in· the frequency don1ain. 
5. Experimental Apparatus and Proceedure: 
A simple hydraulic tube ,vas set-up ,vith a pressure input and vibration output. 
in order to test the perforn1ance of the dynamic computer 1nodel ,vith the Bourdon 
coefficients added. The hydraulic tube ,vas set-up so that the Bourdon effect ,vould 
be as large as possible and so that other effects ,vould be n1inimized. [See fig. l.] 
According to G qua ti on s of C 1 ark a. n d others , thinner , v a 11 e cl tu bing ,v o u l d prod u c e a 
larger Bourdon effect so the thinnest ,valled standard tubing ,vas chosen. This \Vas 
non1inal thickness 0.035 in. ,vhich ,va.s n1easured to be 0.038 in. In order to n1axin1ize 
the total angle change in a. pipe bend the largest base angle pipe bend that cou I cl be 
formed ,vith the a.vaila.ble equipn1ent ,vas used; this ,vas a 180:, bend. Just upstrcarn 
of the pipe bend the pipe \Vas clarnped bet,veen t,vo plates ,vhich ,vcre n1achincd to fit 
around the pi p e ,vi t ho u t c r u sh i n g i t . 
. 
vice ,vas bolted into large 
(roughly 1;3s kg.) rigid n1a.ss of steel to attenuate the lo\v frequency rnccha.nical 
vibrations. 
I 
,_) 
\ 
This hydraulic tube \Vas subjected to a pressure excitation input. rI'hc 
excitation ,vas a hydraulic pressure signal either sinusoidal or broad band \vhite noise. 
The pressure signa.l \Vas generated by a hydraulic circuit located upstrearn. [fig. 2.] 
The hydraulic circuit consists of: a pun1p, a servo-valve, accun1ulators, needle \'i:tlves, 
check valves, and filters. The pun1p provides high· pressure flo\v (?Pa.). The prin1e 
mover of the system is_. the servo- v a.Ive which can , with in freq u enc v and a rn pl i t u d e I '--
., 
; ---, 
,I" 
limits, produce a pressure signal at the outlet port which closely follo,vs an electrical 
input signal. The atcu1n ulators a.re included to dan1 p out high frequency hy<l ra.11 lic 
noise fro1n the pump. The needle valves serve as fine adjustn1ents for upstrean1 and 
do\vnstream pressures. The check valves pre~t-rtverse flo,v in the systern, an<l the 
filters are incli1ded because the servo-valve is very sensitive to damage fron1 particles 
suspended in the hydraulic fluid. 
The hydraulic pressure signal is con trolled by an electrical signal generated b,y 
an electrical circuit. [See fig. 3.] The electrical circuit consists of: the servo-valve 
signal amplifier ,vhich has t,vo summed inputs; a pressure transducer and its 
amplifier; an operational amplifier and rheostat; and a signal generator. The signal 
generator provides the co1nmand to the servo-valve signal an1plifier. Feedback for the 
system is provided by a signal san1pled fro111 the pressure transducer an1plifier, ,vhich 
is inverted and attenuated by the operational an1plifier and rheostat respectivel.y. 
"'" 
The feedback is connected to the other sun1n1ing input on the servo-valve signal 
amplifier. 
The pressure signal upstrean1 of the hydraulic tube and the lateral vibration in 
the plane of the bend ,vere measured. The pressure signal ,vas san1pled fron1 the 
press u re t ran s cl u cc r a. n1 p Ii fie r . Later a.I vi b ration at t h e c 1 o s e d en d of t he h y cl r a I tl i c 
tube ,va.s n1easurc<l ,vith a.n accelleron1ctcr consisting of a. sn1a.ll transducer attached 
to t he c n cl of t he h }' d r au l i c t u be, a. n cl a sign a I a 1 n p Ii fie r. 'J' he o u t p u t fro 1 n t. l I e 
pressure transducer a.nd the accelleron1eter are san1pled b}' an oscilloscope or dynarnic 
anal}'Zer for real tin1e data acquisition. An analog to digital converter on a personal 
con1puter \Va.s used to store data volta.ge an1plitudes fro111 the a.ccelleron1eter a.ncl the 
pressure transducer. The cornputer ca.n then convert this real tin1e data to frequency 
don1a.in data, for con1parison ,vith the coinputer n1odel. 
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The results of the experin1ent was the transfer function of accelleration output 
with pressure a1nplitude input. 1\ccurate data is available up to ? Hz. the freq ucncy 
limit of the experimental equipment. 
6. Results of Experiment and Simulation: 
A Bode plot [fig. 4.] sho,vs the ratio of deflection X to pressure excitation 
amplitude P for the experin1en tal results and the dynan1ic si1n ulation. Another plot 
shows the s~ulations only [fig. 5.]. Although resonant frequencies are very 
accurately predicted, the predicted vibration amplitude is roughly 50 percent larger 
than the experimentally observed vibration a1npltiude, \vhen the Bourdon coefficient 
are included. 
7. Sources of Error: 
Since the experimental equip1nent is kno\vn to be accurate, experimental errors 
of more than five percent are unlikely. Errors originating in the d)'namic sin1 ulation 
might be the result of errors in n1easuring pipe circuit parameters, sorne of ,vhich may 
have a high sensitivity in the output of the si1nulation. Another possibilit)' is error in 
the estimation of material dan1ping, ,vhich has not at this time been established. It 
appears, ho,vever, that the error is primarily due to an overestimation of the Bourdon 
coefficients. 
Tl1ere are at least five si1nplifications in the anal:ysis ,vhich n1a_y be responsible 
for tl1e error. Anticipated sources of error in the analysis are: 
1 ... L\.n elliptical cross section is ctssun1ed although the cross section is not elliptical; 
2 . The so I u t ion to t h e n o n -el l i p t i ca I c r o s s sect i o n on l y i n c 1 u cl es t h e 111 e rn b ran e st r cs s cs ; 
3 . . t\ unifor1n cross section tlirough<)llt the bend is a.ssun1cd although this is not the case: 
4. Encl conditions at the pipe ta.ngents are ignored; 
5. Residual stresses are neglected. 
1 . .f\n elliptical cross section is a.ssun1ed in ca.lculating the solution of the 
8~1x _ 8~1x 
Bourdon coefficients Y 9 == uP , and '{ 6 on , \vhich aJso detern1ine the other t\,·o 
coefficients Y 8 and Y 1. F'igs. [ 11.] and [12.] sho,v the ex a.ct cross section an cl an 
elliptical approxi1nation to it. rfhe cross section appears to be closel.Y approxin1atcd 
,, 
\ 
,, 
by the slope curve fitting 'but not well approxin1ated by the ellipse because of the 
strong asyn1metry about the x axis. Since the analysis of Clark assurnes an elliptical 
cross section the asyn1n1etry about the x axis introduces an unkno,vn error. 1.,his 
probably overestimates the flexibility of the pipe and the magnitude of the Bour<lon 
effect, as indicated by the analysis that has been done for more exact cross section 
fitting. 
2. The curve fitting for the bent pipe having a cross section ,vith multiple 
degrees of freedom and only one axis of symn1etry seems to be a good approxin1ation 
to the shape of the actual cross section. Ho,vever, the analysis of \ 1Vhatha1n, ,vhich 
utilizes this type of curve fitting, does not account for bending stresses in the pipe 
,vall (the mernbrane solution). This also introduces a.n unkno,vn error. The error of 
the membrane solution to this cross section has been approximated to be the same 
factor as for the elliptical cross section and corrected for accordingly. This 
approximated error has not been analyzed and therefore is another possible source of 
error. 
3. It has been observed that the pipe cross section changes from a circular 
shape to the fully deformed shape gradually in the first ten degrees of the pipe bend. 
The model that is being used, ho\vever, assumes cqnstant pipe coefficients throughout 
_., 
the pipe bend. This is not a valid assumption ,vhere the pipe cross section is not 
uniform. 
4. Another source of error, \vhich is discussed by \tVhathan1, is the condition at 
the end of the pipe bend. Since a bending n1on1en t causes a deforn1ation of the cross 
section, conditions at the ends ,v hich \vould restrict this deforn1ation ,vould also sti ffcn 
the pipe. End conditions \vhich \voulcl have this· effect could be pipe flanges or a 
section of straight pipe, as in the ca.se of the pipe in this experin1ent. 
5. Since the pipe under consideration ,vas forn1e<l by bending straight pipe at 
room ten1pera.ture, and not anuea.led, a residual stress distribution is present.; \vhich 
,vould tend to stiffen the pipe aga.inst bending. ;\n a.ppro1)riate analysis \vhich takes 
the residual stress into account lia.s not been published to <la.te. 
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All of the above sources of error: assun1ption of an elliptical cross section, a. 
solution \V hich only includes the 1nen1 brane stresses, neglecting of cross sectional 
variations, neglecting of end conditions, and neglecting of residual stresses, could 
cause an overestimation of the pipe flexibility and the Bourdon effect, as was observed 
in our experiment. 
8. Recommendation for Future Research: 
Any of the sources of error listed above could oe taken as the subject off u tu re 
analysis in solid 1nechanics. Analysis of the pipe forn1ing process n1ay be useful. AL\. 
numerical solution, either of the Fourier series form, or a finite elen1en t method n1aj' 
be necessary to analyze pipe forming or to determine the Bourdon coefficients, 
because of the complexity of these problems. 
Future experiments might involve using different pipe wall thicknesses, and 
bending configurations. Another alternative n1ight be to measure pressure variations 
resulting fro1n a known pipe bending excitation, rather than taking the ·bending as 
output and pressure as input as was done in this study. Although it appears that the 
Bourdon effect is not significant in standard hydraulic pipe (:} in. outer diameter, 
0.045 in. ,vall tyhickness), much more ,vork needs to be done before coefficients for 
arbitrary piRe parameters could be analytically determined. 
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AppcncJix A: 
Measurement and Regression of the Pipe Cross Section: 
The pipe cross section was deter1nined by cutting, photographing, digitizing, 
\ 
and curve fitting an actual sa1nple of the bent pipe. Since the pipe cross section 
appears unifir1n throughout the pipe bend, except in an area of transition in the first 
10 degrees of the bend, one cross section ,vas assumed to be representative of the 
entire bend. Pipe with 0.035 in., 0.045 in. a.nd 0.049 in. non1inal thicknesses \Vere cut 
and photographed. Only the 0.035 in. pipe ,vas digitized. 
The pipe cross section ,vas cut using a high speed circular sa,v ,vith a ne,v 
~utting blade and a feed rate of ; in. per minout, so as to minin1ize the deforn1a.tion 
... 
due to cutting. t\lso, the cut ,vas made fron1 the out of plane direction a.cross the 
bend so that any deformation due to cutting ,vould result in asy1nn1etry ,vhich \vould 
be observable in extent. No deburring of the pipe sample was necessary because the 
high speed cutting did not produce a significant amount of burring. 
The pipe cross section was photographed through the use of a four by five 
camera, equipped with a n1icroscopic lens ,vith up to 12 x 1nagnification. [See figs. 
9., 10., an cl 11.] Care was taken to insure that the pipe face was level and 
consequently perpendicular to the direction of the can1era. A sn1all, high precision 
scale ,vas positioned so that the scale is at the sa111e distance frorn the can1era as the 
pipe cross section during photographing so that the dirnensions as ,veil a.s the shape of 
the cross section could be deterrnined. The in1a.ge of the roughly ~ in. diameter pipe 
.-
cross ,vas 1na.de to fill the 4 in. x 5 in. filin. The 4 in. x 5 in. film \Vas enla.rged to S 
in. x 10 in. prints which ,vere then used for digitizing. 
A digitizing peu ( con1puter n1ouse) ,vith cross hair siting \Vas positioned b)· 
hand at fifty-five points distributed aJong the center line of the photographic in1age of 
the pipe ,va.ll. The digitizing pen has four figures of precision, so the a.ccura.cy of the 
point coordinates ,vas deter111incd by ·the positioning of the cr()SS hairs. The 
C;\D/CAl\l soft,vare pc1ckagc IDl~1-\S ,va.s used to record the cc)ordinates. 'I'hc 
coordinates of t\vo scale 1narkings ,vere used to ca.llibrc1te the scale a,nd and 
orien ta.tion of the points. 
'I'hc digitized coordina,tes \Vere transferred into a cla.t.a file for inpuf into a 
Pa.ge 36. 
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FORTRAN program. The FORTRAN program calculates the cross section 
paramters and the performes a least squares curve fitting of the slopes of the line 
segments ,vhich connect adjacent points. This inforn1ation \Vas then used for the 
multi pie degree of f reedo1n solution. [The coor<l in ates of the points an cl the cu rvc 
fitting ,vith t)V; and four degrees of fre~don1 are plotted in figs. 12. and 13.] 1"'he four 
degrees of freedom fitting had 0.996% error, the t,vo degrees of freedon1 solution ha.d 
1.609% error. 
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Appendix B.: 
L'llopitals Rule Calculation: 
The equations for me1nbrane stress in the multiple degree of freedom are not 
defined for Jt == 1r /2, which is part of the interval to be integrated. These values are 
defined and can be evaluated using l 'Hopital's rule as follo,vs. The equations for 
- * hoop stress T are repeated. 
ea 
Solving (73a) for T 8*a yields 
1 p* ( 52 - 1) 
2 p b cosµ 
(62 - 62) 
Solving (73b) for T 0: yields T 0: = ~ P* p 6 cosµ 0 
Differentiation requires (66), (67) and (68) 
. 
d (-) - r . - sinµ dB o == R sinµ == p . 
ie(62) = 26ie(6) = - 26 ;inµ 
le( cosµ) = - sinµ · ~~ = - sin1t g 
and combining (66) and (68) produces 
ie(6 cosµ) =6(-sinµ g) + cosµ(- ~nµ) 
so le( 6 cosµ) (P 6 g sinµ + cosµ sinµ) p 
' (7 
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(75a) 
(75b) 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 
(Bl) 
' 
' 
,. 
-
Scperately <lifferentiating numerator and denominator of (75a) or (75b) using (67) 
an <l ( B 1) T * = liniit 
ea µ _,. 1r ; 2 
1 p* 
•) p 
-
2 8 sinµ 
2 o sin I' Since cosµ = 0 - * 1 p* 1, = li1nit ·) p 
Ba µ-1r/ 2 _ (P 6 g sinµ + O·sinµ) 
Repeating (76) - * T 11a 
Only the nons)'t11metrical case is continued. 
substituting (75b) into (76) 
p* 
g 
- * T == po 
TJd 
P*- (
82 - 0 2) 
p* 1 o 
pg 2 fJ COSJl / cosµ. 
Simplifying ( B3) 1, * p* p8 1 - f p ( 6
2 
- 6 ~) 
cosµ /cosµ 11a b cos fl. 
fJ cosp. - pg ( 62 - 6 ~) 
- * P*p 
') 
T rya --- ') 
cos-µ 
and applying I' I-Iopital's rule vvith (66), (67), (68), and (Bl) and noting that 
le(cos 2 µ) = 2cosµ(- gsinµ) = - 2gcosµ sinµ 
produces 
T * == limit 
rya µ-+1r/2 
where g1 = cl~( g). 
( 
( [32) 
(76) 
( B:3) 
(B4) 
J 
-·--\ 
-, 
\ 
Simplifying 
- * T r,a 
-8 g sin11 -
== li1nit P* p 
µ-+ 1r /2 
' cosµsin1t/p + 8gsinµ-(PJ )(o 2 -b~) 
-2gcosµ sinJt 
- * 
T 11a 
cosµ sin11/ p P*p lirnit 
µ -+ 1r / 2 2 g COS /.l Si ll µ 
+ (pg'/2)(,52_,5 ~) 
2 g cosµ sin1i 
b2-b 2 
T * == P * p ( 2 1 ) + P * p l i rn it p4g 
1 
. 
0 
rya pg µ-+rr/2 g COS/l sinµ 
applying I' Hopital 's rule to the Iin1it of (B5) and noting that 
lo(cosµ sinµ)= cosµ(gcosµ) + sinJl(- gsin1t) '1 gcos 2 µ 
li1riit 
µ-+ 7r /2 
pg' 82 -8 ~ 
-4 g cosµ sinµ 
with cosµ == 0 and sinµ == 1 
so 
and l . . T- * p* zmzt == p 
µ-+1r/2 ,,a 
pg' 
4g 
(pg') 2£5(-sin /t/ p) -4 l-i 1n it ') . .., g tt-rr/2 gcos-µ -gsin-µ 
-(pg') 26 
- 4g pg 
. 
cosµ sinµ 
== p* 
g' 
1 + p80 g; 
2g 
(I3fi) 
(BG) 
. (I36) 
The equations for symn1etrical cross sections \vill differ by the replacement of 1 for the 
constant ,5~ and O for g 1• Defined as the change in curvature g with respect to B, g1 is 
0 in a syn1n1etric cross section. For the syn1n1etrical cross section ( BG) becon1es 
. . - * p* 
and lznilt T == ·) . 
na g tt-rr/2 -
Higher derivatives of 11 * , and 1' * can also be cval u ated ,vi th n1ore \Vork. Ba r1a 
0 
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Appendix C.: • 
Outline of Cornputer Programs Used: 
' 
Program Na1ne 
TlIESIS. FOR 
THESIS2. FOR 
TI-I. FOR 
Fu net.ions Input Files 
Fourier Series Solution None 
of the constant B 1 
( using Gauss elimination) 
Fourier Series Solution None 
of the constant B{ 
( f~, replaces f,n in TlI ESIS. FOR) 
Fourier Series Solution None 
of the constant B 1 
( using subroutine INVERT) 
PROFILE2. FOR rotation and sea.ling of n1ea- PROFILE. 01\T 
sured points, fin els angle of seg1nen ts, 
Least Squares Regression of the 
measured cross section points, 
variable number of degrees of free 
dom, evaluates standard deviation 
of the regression. 
vVHATI-IAM. FOR Uses Ne\vtons method of root COEF. DAT 
finding to find the value of e 
ROlVI4C. FOR 
RO rvl 1 . f O ll 
corresponding to b0 , Passes 
values from PROFILE2 to 
RO 1\14C or RO l'vl 1. 
Uses Ron1berg integration to vVIIATl.DAT 
fi n d 8 0 , vi t h info r 111 at ion fro 1n 
\ 1Vll .. t\Tl-IArvI. l_)asses values. 
Uses Jlon1 berg integration to \i\'I-1 .. \rf l. 01\ T 
fincJ o0 \vith infor1na.tion fron1 
v\'If 1\'I'l-l;\t\l. Sets third a.nd 
fourth fitting paran1eters to 
z e r () . r) as s es \' a. I u es . 
0 u t p 11 t Fi I ,~ s 
TI-IE. Dl\ T 
TI-IE. D1\ T 
THE.DAT 
PR. D1\ 1~ 
COEF.D1-\T 
vVHAT. DAT 
vVHATl. DAT 
RO rvr. D1\ T 
R0l\I2C. D..-1\ T 
~1. FOTI. Integrates to fi11cl X a.nd }' llO~il4C. D .. i\.rI, l\l. D~\T 
fron1 the a,ngle /L., n1ov~s the f>IlOFII-'El. DI\'f l\J 1. D1\rl, 
origin to the centroid, interpolates 
to find 60 , plots the n1en1braue stress 
integrates to find the n10111ent 
due to internaJ pressure . 
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rv1PLOT. FOR 
YCOEF. FOR 
ZPLOT. FOR 
Differs fro1n 1\1.FOR in plot-
ting the curve fitted values 
of x and y and the n1easured 
ROM4C. DAT 
PROFILEl. D1\ T 
points. 
Evaluates the pipe bend coef- constants are set 
ficients of the Fourier solutionin the program. 
using inforrnation fron1 THESIS 
and TIIESIS2, evaluates the 
algebraic approximation to the 
coefficients, uses Richardson 
extrapolation to improve the 
accuracy of the integral of l\'1 and 
calculates the coefficients for 
t\vo and four degrees of freedon1. 
?lots the experin1ental and con1- DAT. DAT 
puter modeled transfer functions 
of displacen1en t from pressure. 
IVI. DAT 
rvl l. DAT 
T1IE.DA1' 
None 
All plots ,vere made on the V~t\Xl computer using QII{PLT subroutines. A Cop)' of the FORTR..t.\N code is on file in the office of the Department of 1VIechanical Engi-
neering and l\,Iechanics, 316 Packard Laboratory, Lehigh University. 
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J Appendix D: 
Vita: 
Name: Cl1arles Antl1ony Reinwald, J1 .... 
Date of Birth: Januar--y 7,1963 
Place of Birth: N e \'1 Yo r l< , N e w Yo r l,( 
~lot her: 
Fatl1e r: 
Anne R. Reinwald 
Charles A. Reinwald 
Education: Bacl1elor of Science in ~lechanical Engjnee1~ing: 
Dec. 1984 Lel1igh University; Graduated Cum Laude 
Professional and Honorary Societies: American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers; Tau Beta Pi; Pi Tau Sigrna 
\vo r l< Experience : Ya 1 e Uni ve rs it)' S t1mme r Re search P rog r·arn, 
1984; Lehigh University Computer Integrated ~lanufactur-ing 
Laborato1~y, Summer 1985; Peace Corps ~Ia 1 i , Se con cl a r)/ 
June 1987; Level Nlathematics Educatio11, October 1986 
Private Tutor· in Science and ~tathernatics, Septen1ber 1987 
June 1988; Sul:=>st i tute . 1n Second ar:')1 Le\·e 1 
Science arid ~lathernatics, Oecen1ber 1987 - June 1988. 
I11stitutions Attended: Le 11 i.gh U11 i \/e rs i t:-l; p O 1 ~' t f2 C }1 l1 i C 
Lf n i v e r· s i t ~l a 11 cl / Co 1 u rn b i a U 11 i v e 1~ s i t y , e \: e n i 11 g c 1 as s e s hf 11 i 1 e 
work:i11g. 
Plans: \,1 i 1 1 beg i n \'1 o l' k: i n g f o c t h e L., i 11 c o 1 11 E 1 e c t 1 • i c 
Con11)any o-f C 1 evf~ 1 a11d , Ohio~ a-f te 1· 1 ea\ .. i 11g Le 11 i gh . 
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